News Break Scavenger Hunt
Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, May 9, 2021
print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.
1. TODAY IN HISTORY: South Arica’s newly elected Parliament chose
nelson Mandela to be the country’s first Black president. What year did
this take place? (MAIN)
2. At the heart of the cheating accusations is Dartmouth’s use of the Canvas
system. What does this program do? What seems to be the problem?
(MAIN)
3. More than 150 million U.S. residents — about ____% of the adult
population — have received at least one dose of vaccine, but government
leaders from the Biden administration down to the city and county level
are doing everything they can to persuade the rest of the country to get
inoculated. (MAIN)
4. Warning that the well-being of France and its future are at stake, the
government banned the use in schools of a method increasingly used by
some French speakers to make the language more ______________ by
feminizing some words. (MAIN)
5. As glaciers melt and shrink in the Alps of northern Italy, long-frozen
_________ of World War I have been emerging from the ice. (MAIN)
6. Peter Cavanagh, of Lopez Island, certainly qualifies in the passionate
category, having taken 600,000 photos in the past 13 years of birds all
over the world, from Botswana to the Galápagos Islands. You could trim
that 600,000 figure because to catch the birds just right he uses a highspeed mode on his cameras. That still means he’s nearly filled up a 20
terabyte hard drive (“tera” stands for _____________), with three more
such drives he keeps for backup at different locations. (NW)
7. The allure of the electric vehicle has never been stronger. Tesla is raking
in record profits. General Motors plans to sell only electric cars by 2035.
Volkswagen is aiming to make them cheaper than gasoline-powered
vehicles. And surveys show that at least _____________ of American
drivers are open to buying an EV. (BUSINESS)
8. Mondelez International, the maker of Ritz Crackers and Trident gum,
wants to start welcoming workers back to offices this summer, though with
a caveat. What is it? (BUSINESS)
9. Ten years ago, film editor Bao Tran dreamed of writing and directing his
debut feature, a warmhearted kung fu comedy set in Seattle and centered
on three childhood best friends who reunite in middle age to avenge their
murdered master. That film, “_________________________,” finally
arrived in theaters and online Friday — after a not-always smooth journey.
When Tran began pitching his completed screenplay to financiers years
ago, the reaction was often discouraging.(THE MIX)
10. May is _________ ______________ and ____________
______________ Heritage Month. (THE MIX)

